**DEEP TINE AERATING**

The Soil Reliever 60 for 30-45 hp tractors is perfect for any deep tine-aerating task, says manufacturer Southern Green. As the unit is pulled across turf its deep-spading action fractures the soil into small, even particles with its chain-driven tines that can go as deep as 16 in. The crankshaft design delivers leverage by placing added weight directly over the tine heads, and the soil-fracturing action creates channels into the grass root structures allowing oxygen, water, and nutrients to penetrate more quickly throughout the soil profile.

Southern Green/800-888-8883
For information, circle 142 or see www.oners.ims.ca/207B-142

**SALT MANAGEMENT**

Aquatrols has introduced Caltrisal, a soil amendment that overcomes salinity issues in soils by moving dessicating salts away from the rootzone quickly and efficiently. Caltrisal can be sprayed or injected, and can be applied in conjunction with liquid fertilizers, making application a snap.

Aquatrols provides high performance products that enhance the results of turf management programs to turf managers around the world through a worldwide network of turf products distributors.

Aquatrole/800-257-7797
For information, circle 155 or see www.oners.ims.ca/207B-155

**MOUND CLAY**

Hilltopper polymer coated clays provide a pre-mixed, low maintenance surface for mound and home plate areas. Product is ready to go right out of the bag, no need to add water and it remains re-workable throughout the season.

Stabilizer Natural Soil Binder is a soil amendment that binds to produce a firm, resilient and less muddy or dusty playing surface.

Stabilizer Solutions/800-336-2468
For information, circle 157 or see www.oners.ims.ca/207B-157